
 

ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL BIRPUR 
 SUMMER VACATIONS HOMEWORK 

SESSION 2020-2021 
CLASS -1 

 
NOTE: 1. English, Hindi, Mathematics and Environmental Studies work will 

be done in three in one notebook (3 in 1). Only One notebook for all the 

subjects. 

2. Value Education work will be done on an A4 sheet. 

3. Art work will be done in art file. 

4. Computer work will be done on an A4 sheet. And paste it on 3 in 1  

           notebook. 

5. General Knowledge work will be done on an A4 sheet.  And paste it               

in 3 in 1 notebook. 
 

ENGLISH: 
 

**NOTE:  Keep all the things in a proper way, because once the school will re-open you 

have to submit it to the teacher. 

** Send pictures and video to your English teacher through WhatsApp on her personal 

window.  

Q1. Make one beautiful card on Father’s Day to make your father  feel special on the occasion 

of Father’s Day, click one picture with your father along with the greeting card that you have made 

and send it . 

Q2. Write a Thank You note for our essential workers, click a picture and send it through 

WhatsApp.  

**NOTE: Example has been given for you.                            

Q3. Do five pages hand writing.  (Running hand writing) 

Q4. Make a mask of your favourite cartoon character, super hero/ heroine using newspaper or 

any waste material , make a short video of approx. 30 to 40 seconds doing role play (to 

perform the part of a character )  in English. 

Q5. Watch this video:       https://youtu.be/GDya4yaF8GQ 

 (Cinderella, Snow White+ More Kids Stories.) 

NOTE: Students are requested to do finger and muscle strengthening exercises on daily 

 basis. (video will be shared through WhatsApp) 

 



MATHEMATICS:  

 

Q1. Draw and fill in the grid on an A4 sheet by following the given instructions –. 

Backward counting 

Fill in the missing number in the grid: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Colour the square showing 8 tens and 9 ones - YELLOW 

 Colour the square showing 2 tens and 2 ones – GREEN 

 Colour the square showing 5 tens and 0 ones - ORANGE 

  Colour the square showing 9 tens and 3 ones - BLUE 

 Colour the square that show 0 tens and 1 ones - PINK 

 

Note: Use wax/crayons or pencil colours. 
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Q2.  Use bigger and smaller concept and draw pictures- 

Greater and Smaller 

 

 Draw balls for each number to find out which number is greater in each group. Colour the 

balls drawn for the greater number. 

 

4  

7  

 

9  

7  

 

 

  

 

 

 Draw stars for each number to find out which number is smaller in each group. Colour the 

stars drawn for the smaller number. 

 

8  

5  

 

2  

7  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Q3.  Learn tables from 2 to 5. 

Q4.  Learn and write number names from 1 to 10. 

 

 

6  

3  

4  

9  



हहहहह: 

1. आआआआ आआ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ आआ आआआआआ आआआआआ आआ आआआआआ आआआआआआ आआआ आआ आआ आआ 

आआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआ आ, आआ आ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ आआआ आआआआ-आआआआ आआआआ आआआआआआ 

(आआआआआ) आआआआआआआआ आआआआआ आआआआआआ (headlines) आआआआ आआआ आआआआ आआ आआआआआआआआ 

 

‘आ’ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ आआआआ ‘आ’ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ आआआआ 

1.  
2.  

3  

4  

5  

  

2. आआआआ आआआ आआ आआआआआ आआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआ आआआ-आआआ आआआआआआ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. ‘आआआआआआ आआ’ आआ आआआआ आआ आआआआ आआआआ आआ आआआ आआआ आआआआ आआ आआआआआआ )food recipe) 

आआआआआआ आआआआ आआआआ आआआ आआआआ आआआआआआ )cooking without fire) आआ आआ आआआआ आआ 

आआआआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ - आआआआआआआ आआआआआ , आआआआआआआ आआ आआआआ, आआआआ आआ आआआ 
आआआआआआआआ 

4. आआआआ आआ आआआ आआआआआआ आआआआआआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआ आआआआआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआआआ आआआ 

आआआआआ आआआआआ आआआआ आआआआआ, आआआ- आआआआआआआआ, आआआ आआआआआआआआ आआआआ आआआ आआ आआआआ 

आआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआ आआ आआआआ आआआ आआ आआआ आआआआआ आआ आआआ आआआ आआआआआ आआआआ 

आआआआआआ आआआआआ आ आआआआ आआआआआआआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआ आआआ आआआआ आआआ आआआआ आआआ आआ 

आआआआआ आआआ आआ आआ आआआआ आआआआ 

5. आआआआआ आआआ आआआआआ आआआ आआआआआ आआआआआआआआ 

6. आआआआ आआ आआआआआआ आआआ आआआआआआ आआ आआआआआ आआआ आआआआ आआ आआआआआ आआ आआआ आआआ 
आआआआआ आआआ आआआ आआआआआआ 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES: 

 Love can grow: Plant few seeds and take care of them by watering them on time and 

experience the growth of a seedling. Your love will help the seed to grow into a strong plant. 

हहहह आआआआआआ 

  

  

ह ह ह ह ह ह

  ह ह ह ह ह

 ह ह ह ह ह 



 Write any 5 things you like about yourself. 

 Puppet Show: Conduct a puppet show for your family by making faces and sticking them 

on ice-cream sticks or on sticks available. Make a story and express it in your own words to 

your family. Paste these sticks in the notebook as well. 

 
 Draw your favourite cartoon and write its different body parts. 

 Do the given worksheet in the holiday homework notebook. 

Fill in the blanks by using the hints given: 

1) Cut your   _________ once a week.  

 

2) __________ your teeth twice a day.  

3) Take a __________ every day.  

4) Clean your ______ with clean handkerchief.  

5) Do ____________ daily.  

6) Always drink ____________ water.  

7) Wash your ___________ before and after meal.  

8) Comb your _________ properly.  

9) Wash __________ and ___________ before eating.  



10) Always wear clean ______________.  

 

VALUE EDUCATION 

 Draw a picture of the world that you dream of or a place you want to visit.  

 

COMPUTER: 

 Draw any 5 parts of computer and label it. 

 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: 

 Watch any mythological/historical serial. 

 Also write the name of the serial and any 5 characters of the serial you liked. 

SPOKEN ENGLISH: 

Q1.  Children can be encouraged to practice given five sentences at home. 

 Mummy, can I help you in the kitchen? 

 Papa, please teach me how to ride a bicycle. 

 Grandpa, could you please tell me a story today? 

 Didi/ Bhaiya, can you help me in doing my homework? 

 Mummy, may I take some more Ice-Cream? 

** wishing parents and elders Awesome Morning, Awesome Afternoon, Awesome 

Evening and Good Night.  

 

ART AND CRAFT: 

1.  Draw an Ice – cream cone. 
2.  Pasting activity – use coloured paper and glue to create a fish. 
3. Thumb impression painting – create a colourful objects from thumbprint. 

 
Note : Students will do their art Holiday home work in their school Art file. 

Examples-           



   

 

Things to Practice:  

1) Practice to tie your shoe laces. 
2) Practice to pack your bag. 
3) Practice to fold your clothes and tuck your shirt. 
4) Practice to make your bed early in the morning. 
5) Practice the following good Habits.

 
                  ----------------------------------------xxx----------------------------------------------- 
NOTE:- 

** The school will re-open on 1st July 2020. 
** Reporting time for students will be 7:50 AM. 


